Infectious diseases are a major cause of morbidity and mortality worldwide; in modern times, diseases such as HIV and malaria remain a significant public health burden leading to death of millions each year. Interestingly, both human evolution and the collapse of nations have been attributed to disease outbreaks. Famous examples include the so-called Antonine plagues in the Roman Empire, the collapse of the Chinese Han Empire, the defeat of the Aztecs by Cortez and the fall of the Inca Empire.
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The idea that mathematical modeling can be a powerful tool to study infectious disease dates back to the 18th century when Daniel Bernoulli studied how variolation can be used to reduce the burden of smallpox. 2 At the beginning of the 20th century, the seminal model that Ross 3 developed combined with the work of Kermack and McKendrick [4] [5] [6] laid the theoretical pillars of mathematical epidemiology. More so, both landmark studies have shown the practical usefulness of using mathematical models to combat infectious diseases. Ross's work revealed that mosquitoes transmit malaria; nonetheless, it was essential to construct a mathematical model in order to establish that it is sufficient to reduce the mosquito population (not eliminate) in order to control malaria. Ross's work corroborated that epidemics are governed by threshold dynamics. A few years later Kermark and Mckendrick 4 developed the well-known, susceptible, infected, recovered framework (SIR), which is the basis of most modern infectious disease models. The simplest version of the SIR formulation can be described using ordinary differential equations. The analysis of the model has led to the fundamental concept of the basic reproduction number, defined as the average number of people infected by an infected individual over the disease infectivity period, in an entirely susceptible population. The basic reproduction number (R 0 ) serves as a threshold parameter and can be represented using the model parameters. In addition, the mathematical analysis of the SIR model reveals that the size of the outbreak depends on the initial fraction of susceptibles, and on R 0 and will not depend on the initial number of infectives.
In our days, infectious disease modeling is considered a fundamental tool for studying, understanding and revealing the fundamental mechanisms that influence the spread of epidemics. 7, 8 Moreover, modeling provides an essential tool for testing different possible public health policies to minimize the impact of outbreaks in the form of testing different control strategies (e.g. vaccination) and prediction of future disease trends. 9, 10 In fact, models are often the only means of identifying and testing policy alternatives, which cannot be tested experimentally due to various reasons such as limited budget and ethical constraints. 11 The idea that mathematical models of infectious diseases should be confronted with real data, combined with the fact that all models are, at best, simplified representations of the real world raises the need for uncertainty quantification. In particular, statistical methodologies should be used in order to allow testing and validating which assumptions agree better with reality. Indeed, statistical learning (inference, prediction) of dynamic systems involves ''standard'' statistical problems such as studying the identifiability of a model, estimating model parameters, predicting future states of the system, testing hypotheses and choosing the ''best'' model. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] However, modern dynamic systems are typically very complex: nonlinear, high dimensional and only partly measured. Moreover, data may be sparse and noisy. Thus, statistical learning of dynamical systems is not a trivial task in practice which leads to difficulties in understanding the process and in generating valid inference and reliable predictions.
Specifically, in modelling of disease transmission, there is an inherent trade-off between simple strategic models, which neglect many details and are intended only to highlight overall qualitative behavior, and complex comprehensive models, which include more biological details and are constructed with the aim of enabling better quantitative behavior and predictions. Complex models are difficult to analyze analytically; hence, their effectiveness in gaining theoretical insight is inadequate; however, their strategic value may be significant. The fact that complex models are typically highly nonlinear and contain numerous parameters, leads to great challenges in fitting the models to data and conducting parameter inference. An ''ultimate'' disease model should balance the level of complexity appropriate to the amount of data and information from other sources (e.g. literature). Preferably, the level of model complexity should be appropriate to the explicit questions that the model was constructed to answer.
The statistical difficulties arising when dealing with nonlinear and potentially high-dimensional models are just one aspect of the problem; another important aspect is a computational one. For instance, computational difficulties arising from the need to repeatedly solve the differential equations during optimization are well known, and it was demonstrated in Voit and Almeida 18 that numerical integration can take up to 95% of the total time of searching the parameter space for determining optimal parameter values, even for low-dimensional systems. Methods for dealing with such problems were developed already in the 1970s such as the works of Bellman and Robert 19 and Varah, 20 see also Voit. 21 However, only recently the statistical properties of such approaches were studied. [22] [23] [24] Moreover, in recent years, there seems to be a growing interest in statistical inference for dynamic systems. 16, 17 While the classical approach for parameter estimation is based on maximum likelihood or nonlinear least squares, 25 other methods have been developed in general, and for infectious diseases in particular. [26] [27] [28] [29] The main theme of this special issue is to present the state-of-the-art statistical methodology and recent developments used today for parameter inference and/or prediction of infectious diseases using dynamical models. The issue presents papers covering the main statistical approaches to modeling and inference for infectious disease dynamics using (deterministic and/or stochastic) differential/difference equations.
Carey and co-authors develop a pipeline for dynamic gene expression data, which consists of a series of statistical modeling techniques that constructs dynamic gene regulatory networks from the large volumes of high-dimensional time course gene expression data. This can be used for constructing networks of genes that have significant response over time to an external stimulus or disease. The authors apply the proposed pipeline to influenza infection data and demonstrate that interesting biological findings can be discovered with its implementation.
Li and co-authors study the comparative performance of standard computational-statistical frameworks in the context of infectious diseases. The authors quantify parameter estimation accuracy, forecasting accuracy and computational efficiency across combinations of modeling decisions and computational platforms. This work is relevant for both theoreticians and practitioners.
Lin and co-authors present a mathematical modelling of the Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus (MERS-CoV). Based on analysis of the data using the plug-and-play likelihood-based inference framework, they recommended including dromedary camels in animal surveillance and control of MERS-CoV in Saudi Arabia which could help to improve detection of outbreaks and lead to better disease management.
To¨nsing and co-authors present an application of profile likelihood in the context of infectious disease, where they consider the well-known flu outbreak at an English boarding school and a recent Zika model. In particular, they demonstrate how profile likelihood can be used for reducing the dimensions of the underlying system of ordinary differential equations.
Yaari and co-authors develop a statistical methodology for inferring age-dependent dynamics, which is an important characteristic of many infectious diseases. They examine the estimation of the so-called next-generation matrix using incidence data and unlike previous studies, they do not assume any constraints regarding the structure of the matrix. The method allows for efficient parameter estimation from both statistical and computational perspectives and is applied to real data of influenza-like-illness in Israel.
